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The pracBcal field day was held at Tre Cime di Lavaredo, a naBonal park in the heart of the 
Dolomites.  

 

The avalanche morning session focused on beacon interference issues, which can be lumped 
into two categories: passive interference is what happens when metal de-tunes the antennas in 
a beacon when it in ‘send’ mode. Luckily most of us don’t ski with large pieces of steel. 
However, with some beacons the old ‘foil on a chocolate bar’ can reduce the effecBve send 
range by up to 25-30%.   

Ac5ve interference is what happens when you have a powered electronic device close to your 
beacon when it is in search mode. Some examples are LED headlamps, heated gloves, radios, 
and electronic airbags. AcBve interference can cause ghost signals and ‘reduces’ the search 
range of a beacon.   

BCA, Mammut, Ortovox, and Pieps each ran a workshop where they demonstrated different 
beacon interference issues and how they were dealing with the issue.  Some ways presented to 
help the user deal with interference include directly alerBng the user when interference was 
detected or displaying a reduced search strip size to use. Arva also presented some research 
they were doing on electronic airbag interference (more on this later).  
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During the lunch break there was a demonstraBon of a helicopter hoist and long line mid-face 
pick-off of ‘injured’ climbers on the north face of Cima Grande.  

For the a]ernoon session the theme was special avalanche problems, with various staBons that 
showed responses to different avalanche problems.  

A Steam Probe was first used by Italy while looking for paBents a]er an avalanche hit an 
occupied hotel in the mountains. It allowed rescuers to burrow through the snow and use a 
camera mounted to the end of the probe to check for survivors.  

Iceland presented a poster on an ice slush flow avalanche accident they had during a warm 
weather spell. There wasn’t a lot of knowledge on how to search for the missing person as it 
required water rescue and winter rescue skills.  

Bruce Edgerly from BCA presented on search strips where a less-skilled group facing mulBple 
burials forms a beacon line, much like a probe line. A line leader stops the line every 30m or so 
and has everyone read out the signal reading they have, if they have one. When a searcher gets 
a number smaller than the spacing between each of the people in the group, that person will 
split off and do a fine search. The idea is to prevent people swarming on one beacon and not 
locaBng the other buried paBents.  

 

Pieps display of the evoluBon of their beacons (first -> newest beacon)  
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The conference kicked off the next day with countries giving an update on the previous season 
including accident stats and notable avalanche incidents. Europe mostly had a dry, warm season 
and most accidents involved small slides that resulted in the paBent not being fully buried with 
trauma. Canada had a below-average season and deep slab instability issues. There were a few 
notable large incidents with mechanized guided groups resulBng in mulBple fataliBes. 

UIAA update 

There was a UIAA proposal to change low babery warning from 20 hours to 40 hours. Some 
delegates voiced concerns that there would be two versions of the warning on the market (20 
hour and 40 hour), and that the warning would be less urgent if there is too much Bme le].  
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Jonathan Wilson gave a presentaBon on how he tweaked the Coast Guard GAR go/no-go risk 
assessment model to deal with the specific risk encountered doing an avalanche rescue.  

The AvGAR uBlizes the eight key areas for consideraBon that the original GAR model 
established. The AvGAR further divides these eight categories into two criBcal focus areas: Fixed 
Categories for the OperaBonal Cycle and Malleable Categories within the Mission Profile. 

 

Avalanche Transceivers and ElectromagneBc Interference  

BCA interference report – Bruce Edgerly of BCA gave a presentaBon on field research BCA had 
done on the effects of ac5ve beacon interference. They found that the distance at which 
various devices caused interference ranged from touching the beacon up to 400cm for a 
snowmobile. They proposed the 20/50 rule: Keep devices, metal objects and magnets 20cm 
from transmifng devices and 50cm away from beacons in search. The ICAR avalanche 
commission is composed of people that serve in a wide variety of avalanche roles such as 
Search and Rescue, avalanche/weather forecasters, ski guides, patrollers, and avalanche 
equipment manufacturers, so this talk caused a lively discussion. One topic that was brought up 
was that, in SAR or patrol work, it’s a lot easier to educate your members and just test the 
beacons and equipment, radios, etc. you operate with, but a mountain guide has a harder job of 
checking clients for heated gloves, jackets with foil liners, the non-FCC approved wireless 
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headphone, etc. One manufacturer would like to see more research with mulBple beacons and 
interference. This also brought up the issue of ‘just turn the offending electronic device off’ 
during a search, which Is just one more thing to deal with in a stressful situaBon.  

ELECTRIC AIRBAGS INTEREFERENCES WITH TRANSCEIVER – Arva is working with Manuel 
Genswein (of MountainSafety.info)  to measure and come up with a standard way to measure 
electronic interference from electric avalanche airbags. They took over 1000+ measurements 
with five transceivers and five airbags in standby mode with various so]ware updates. They 
found two potenBal issues where the search strip band was reduced and false posiBve signals 
were detected. Lithium baberies caused the greatest issues. They came up a maximum allowed 
reduced search range at a distance of 25cm for the EN 16716 standard. If no airbag can meet 
this standard the recommendaBon will be to turn your airbag off while performing a search. 
They also pointed out that some airbags are worse than others and to make sure so]ware is 
updated as manufacturers are working to miBgate this issue. A]er the presentaBon, Ortovox 
said that their new Litric airbag system meets these requirements, which, if it is cerBfied, would 
allow the interference standard to move forward.  

 

Safeback Device– A ‘new asphyxiaBon delaying device during snow burial in a prone posiBon.”  
This is a babery powdered rebreather device that pulls fresh air from the back of a buried 
paBent and moves it to vents located on the shoulder straps of the pack and is acBvated by 
pulling a handle on the shoulder handle.  

Dig close, dig fast – Davide Rogora and Gianni Perelli studied the best point to start digging for a 
buried paBent a]er a successful probe strike during an avalanche rescue. There are two popular 
thoughts on this: The ‘Conveyor Belt’ method states that you begin digging close to the probe 
and follow it down vs.  Digging starts at a distance from the probe equal to one and a half Bmes 
the burial depth. By means of controlled field tests, a sample of volunteers dug pairs of pits 
using both approaches. The differences between the recorded excavaBon Bmes appeared 
staBsBcally significant: digging "from one and a half" requires, on average, two minutes, and 
thirty seconds more than following the probe. 

Dr. Simon Rauch presented accident data based on 2500 avalanches with 4270 vicBms in 
Switzerland. He found that the probability of surviving an avalanche in relaBon to the Bme of 
burial hasn’t changed significantly, although the rate of survival for a long burial (burial>120min) 
has increased. Overall there has been a slight increase in the survival rate, which can be 
abributed to a reducBon in rescue response Bme.  

 

 


